V. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

The last chapter of the research consists of two sub headings which present some conclusions derived from the research and development activities concerning the development of supplementary vocabulary material and some suggestion toward the use of product that has been developed.

5.1 Conclusion

After conducting the whole process of this developmental research, the conclusion is presented on how to make use of the supplementary vocabulary material and how to make it better based on each stages of the procedure passed to improve supplementary vocabulary material.

The model (Hermaniar, 2013) used in this research is appropriate in research and development of supplementary vocabulary material since it is systematic, the concept is comprehensible and the principle and the procedure are easy to be applied consisting need assessment, reference study, material development, expert validation, try out and product. The first steps in this developmental research are
need assessment and reference study. It is conducted to collect the data from students through tests, English teachers through interview, observation, and document analysis through reference study. The next step is developing the product. In process developing, the data from need assessment become the basis of the developing the supplementary vocabulary material. Another step is expert validation. The expert validation stage takes some roles from the experts who have expertise in English language teaching, material development and practitioners or English teachers. The results of expert validations are considered in revision process before trying out to the students. After expert validation, try out of the product is conducted to make sure that the student can accept and agree with the supplementary vocabulary material. The result of try out process is used to be the last consideration for revising the supplementary vocabulary material. The try out process is the last step before the product comes without revision and all steps have been done.

5.2 Suggestion

After conducting the whole process of this developmental research, some suggestions are presented on how to make use of the supplementary vocabulary material and how to make it. The comments from the experts, English teacher, and also students can be used to improve supplementary vocabulary material.

1. For the improvement of the supplementary vocabulary material, it is necessary for another researcher or people who are interested in the supplementary vocabulary material to try-out all of 4 units in the
workbook to get the information about the strength and weaknesses of each chapter.

2. For the future researcher especially who are interested in materials development area or who are going to conduct another educational developmental research, this research can be used as one of the references for developing materials for English class or especially for vocabulary focus or others material skill in English subject. The stages can be followed and revised based on the purpose and scope of the research.

3. For the future researcher, it is hoped that the whole procedures of the original model of development can be applied in the greater scale.